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Chapter 1: Overview

A standard database that has been prepared for use with SoftTrac has 70 tables.  Most of these 
tables are used for the SoftTrac application and are not relevant to customer data queries and 
reports.  Columns, attributes, and keys are all standard SQL components commonly understood 
by database administrators.

Only 14 tables contain data relevant to customer queries and reports.  This document addresses 
standard SQL database structure for use with SoftTrac tables containing client data.  Specifically, 
tables used for queries and reports regarding client data are presented with requisite details 
regarding columns and attributes.

If a customer wants to use SQL �005 (as opposed to earlier versions), 
SoftTrac version 5.61 or higher must be used.
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Chapter 2: Initial Database Configuration for SoftTrac

Database Installation

SoftTrac uses a database to store all scanned data along with all the parameters that make up a 
scan job.  The install program provides an Access database that contains all the necessary tables 
and fields for operation.  The Access database can be used for production running of SoftTrac 
only if the ramifications of using it are fully understood.   The disadvantage to using Access 
only comes into play when used in a multi-user environment, especially if an export process is 
attached to the same database running at the same time as other scanners; sending data to the that 
database.  Due to versions of Access (Jet 3.51) before Access 2000 (Jet 4.0), and record locking 
(page locking versus row-level locking), SoftTrac performance could be negatively impacted.

In an environment involving multiple scanners writing into the same database, or where 
other processes are attached to SoftTrac tables performing numerous updates while SoftTrac 
is updating with scanned data; it is recommended that a more robust relational database 
management system (RDMS) be used.  Currently, SoftTrac ships with the necessary SQL scripts 
to create the required tables/fields/indexes/default values in a Microsoft SQL Server database.  

SQL Server Setup

This section assumes you have already properly installed SQL Server locally or on a server 
(server install recommended).  It is also assumed you have a basic understanding of databases 
and have used the SQL Enterprise Manager previously and have registered your SQL Server in 
Enterprise Manager (if not do this first).

Preparing a Database For SoftTrac
1.  Create a new database (you can use an existing one as long as there are no table name 
conflicts but it is recommended that the SoftTrac tables be kept separate if possible).For this 
example, a database was created named TestInstall.

2.  Expand the database tree in Enterprise Manager and then expand the tree under your new 
database.  Click on Tables, you should see only the system tables in the right pane.

3.  Click on Tools | SQL Server Query Analyzer.

4.  Change the DB: combo box to your database name (i.e. TestInstall).

5.  Click the open icon, navigate to the SoftTrac install directory, and select “BaseSQL script.
sql”.  
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6.  Run that script, you can verify in Enterprise Manager that the new tables were created by 
refreshing the Tables entry under your database.

7.  In SQL Server Query Analyzer, open the file “Default Table Values.sql” and run that script.  
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You now have the SoftTrac database configured and ready to use.  The only thing remaining is 
setting up an ODBC data source to point to your database and setup SoftTrac to use that data 
source.  See “Setting Up ODBC Data Source”.
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Setting Up ODBC Data Source

To use SoftTrac you need to define an ODBC Data Source Name (DSN) using the Control Panel 
ODBC Data Sources icon that will bring up the ODBC Data Source Administrator.  

The steps to create a new DSN are as follows:

1.  Click on System DSN tab.

2.  Click Add, and then select the appropriate driver for your database (currently either Microsoft 
Access Driver or Microsoft SQL Server).  If you do not have these drivers listed then you 
may need to install run the Microsoft Data Access Components Install (mdac_typ.exe).  This 
is available free from Microsoft and is provided in the ODBC Data Sources directory on the 
SoftTrac CD.  If you need to do this, cancel and perform the install and then return to this point.

3.  Enter a name for your DSN (by default SoftTrac is expecting a name of BaseSQL so if you 
do not have preference you may use that name for now).  Select or enter the name of your SQL 
Server and click Next.

 

4.  Select the type of authentication you will be using to access the database.  Click the client 
configuration button to verify communication settings (i.e. Named Pipes, TCP/IP recommended) 
and then click Next.
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5.  Change the default database to the name of the database where the SoftTrac tables are located 
(in previous example that would be TestInstall) and click Next.

 

6.  Click Finish and then Test Data Source button.  If successful then you are done, if not then 
you must determine why you are not communicating with your server.
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Selecting the Correct Database

Upon starting SoftTrac for the first time, you may be prompted to select the correct data source.

To select the database:

1.  Click on the tab Machine Data Source

2.  Select the correct Data Source Name that represents the ODBC connection to the database 
that holds the SoftTrac tables.

3.  Click, OK.  You may be prompted to login to the database; contact your Database 
Administrator.
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Chapter 3: Database Design

Database Schema
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Database Design Overview

SoftTrac currently uses an ODBC database connection (SQL) for storage of all operator, job, 
batch, and document information.  The database has several tables that come with pre-defined 
values and the ID that is associated with these entries should never be changed.  The text field 
associated with the entries can be changed just not the numeric ID.  

A quick summary of the tables involved when you start SoftTrac and create a batch is as follows: 

Start SoftTrac and Login - Verifies UserName and Password from operator table and gets the 
operator’s permissions.

Start SoftTrac 
and Login

Verify 
Username 

and 
Password

Operator 
Permissions 
loaded from 

Operator 
Table

Operator 
Table
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Create a Batch (No Job) - Uses the BatchNameFormat string to create a batch directory under 
the default BatchDir to hold the images for this batch.  An entry is created in the batchtable with 
information about this batch such as name, date created, parmfile used, status, etc.

Create a Batch 
(No Job)

Uses BatchNameFormat string to 
create a batch directory under the 

default BatchDir
Entry created in the batchtable

Images for this 
batch are held 

here

Entry information is stored here 
such as name, date created, 

parmfile used, status, etc
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Create a Batch (Job) - The jobtable is read, and then all job setup tables are queried for 
parameter related to this job.  These tables include:  AlertTable, JOB_REQUIRED_DOCS, 
JobEOBDialogTable, jobeventtable, JobInputTable, ResScanJob, ResScanOpID, ScannerToJob.  
Also, the DailyCounters table will be updated, along with BatchInputTable if any Batch Input 
parameters were defined.

Create a Batch 
(Job)

Uses 
BatchNameF
ormat string 
to create a 

batch 
directory 
under the 
BatchDir 

established 
by the Job

Images for this 
batch are held 

here

Entry information 
is stored here 
such as name, 
date created, 
parmfile used, 

status, etc

jobtable is read

Job setup tables are 
queried for 

parameters related 
to this job

Alert Table job applicable data applied 
JOB_REQUIRED_DOCS job applicable data applied 
JpbEOBDialogTable job applicable data applied 
Jobeventtable job applicable data applied 
JobInputTable job applicable data applied 
ResScanJob job applicable data applied 
ResScanOpID job applicable data applied 
ScannerToJob job applicable data applied 

DailyCounters 
table updated

(If defined in 
job) 

BatchInputTabl
e data entered 

Entry 
created in 

the 
batchtable
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Begin scanning - As each document is scanned, an entry in the doctable is created based on a 
unique key of BatchID and DocID.  The document’s level in tree and position in the batch is 
recorded as well.  The parmfile settings determine what other information is recorded.   (i.e. 
is barcode on, is OCR being used, and how many images files are being captured.)  For every 
document data that is captured an entry in the appropriate table is created.  Barcode data is 
placed in barcodetable; OCR data is placed in ocrtable.  For each image captured for a document, 
an entry in the imgtable is created with unique key of BatchID, DocID, Camera, and Window.

Begin 
Scanning

Entry in doctable 
created based on 

unique key of 
BatchID and DocID

Level in tree 
and position 

in batch 
recorded

Parmfile 
settings 

determine 
other info 
recorded

Data captured 
and entered 

based on 
parameter 
settings

Images 
captured 

and stored

Entry in the imgtable 
created for each image 
captured with a unique 
key of BatchID, DocID, 
Camera, and Window

Other data 
recorded as 

determined by 
parameter 
settings Examples:

If bar code reader is utilized, bar code
data is recorded in the barcodetable.
If OCR data is used, OCR data is 
recorded in the ocrtable.
Etc. based on parameter settings.
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Close Batch - The batchtable is updated with DocCnt and Status.  Also, now that the batch is 
close, an entry is created in the session table for this scanning session that records how many 
documents were added, replaced, inserted, deleted, feed times, and operator.

Close Batch

Batchtable 
is updated 

with DocCnt 
and Status

Entry created in the session 
table for this scanning 

session.  Entry includes 
number of docs added, 

replaced, inserted, deleted, 
feed times, and operator.
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Primary Customer Data Tables
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Chapter 4: Batch Table

To begin, select the unit of work data, or batch, from the BATCHTABLE table.

SELECT * FROM batchtable WHERE status = [status you want to export]

All legal values for status can be found in the STATUS table.  Once a unit of work is selected 
for the export process, it is best to set the STATUS field of that batch to a working status to 
help avoid other processes accessing the batch.  Once a unit of work has completed the export 
process, change the STATUS column value to a completed status; if the processing completed 
successfully.  Otherwise, change the STATUS field to an error status.

The query will return a unit of work result set. The primary key column is BATCHID.  This 
value is an internal identity field that normalizes all data belonging to the unit of work.

Batchtable
Column Name Type NULL Description
BatchID [int] Not Null Assigned number to each batch
ScannerID [char] (20) Not Null Name of the scanner that scanned 

this batch
BatchName [varchar](80) Null Name of the batch as set in the 

batch/name directory tab
BatchDirectory [varchar] (128) Null Path to the defined image server 

in the batch/name directory tab
Parmfile [varchar] (128) Null Name of the parameter file used 

for this batch from the general tab

DocCnt [int] Null Document count for this batch
Status [int] Null Current status of this batch 

(refer to the  status table list the 
StatusID and StatusText)

Priority [int] Null This is an end user definable field. 
Default value is “50” when batch 
is created.

JobID [int] Null The JobID references the job 
used, listed in the jobtable

NumLevels [smallint] Null Type of batch scanned
0 = a level 0 job (no transactions)
1 = a level 1 job (transactions)

SaveImgFullPath [int] Null Based on the setting in the batch/
name directory tab, was the full 
image path saved in the imgtable

DateCreated [smalldatetime] Null The real date the batch was 
created
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[DailyCounter] [int] Null Batch count for process date
CurrentMachine [varchar] (20) Null The scanner which processed a 

particular batch
CurrentOperatorID [int] Null The operator which controlled the 

scanner for a particular batch.
ProcessDate [smalldatetime] Null The date the batch was processed 

if different from DateCreated
Remarks [varchar] (128) Null Any remarks that was entered by 

an operator if “Request status for 
batch hold” is checked on general 
tab 2

LogDir [varchar] (128) Null Path where the log was written for 
this batch

MachineUsed [varchar] (20) Null Windows machine name (host pc) 
that was used to scan this batch

CurrentMultiOpID [int] Not Null The operator number assigned 
when multiple operators are 
logged into SoftTrac®

SoftTracVersion [varchar] (80) Null Version of SoftTrac used to scan 
this batch

ScannerVersion [varchar] (80) Null Version of the hardware 
application used to scan this batch

ParmFileVersion [varchar] (16) Null Version of the parameter file used 
to scan this batch
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Chapter 5: Doc Table (Document Table)

To begin processing a unit of work, the item records are needed.

SELECT * FROM doctable WHERE batchid = [BATCHID to process] ORDER BY 
posinbatch

Note:  Use the column POSINBATCH for the ORDER BY clause and not 
the DOCID field.  The DOCID column is part of the primary key 
for the DOCTABLE table.  The POSINBATCH field is the value 
that SoftTrac® uses to order items within the unit of work.

Normally, one item record exists in the result set for each piece of paper scanned.  The exception 
exists when an item creates a level, or transaction, and the associated image(s) are not discarded; 
a setting within the Events dialog of SoftTrac®.  In the case of an item creating a level and an 
image, two records are created:

One record with the LEVELNUM column set to the level number, usually one (1),
And one with the LEVELNUM column set to zero (0).  Both records will have the 
same DOCID value.

In the case of an item creating a level but discarding the image(s), only one record is created:
A record with the LEVELNUM column set to the level number, usually one (1).

In the case of an item not creating a level and the image is being discarded, no record is created.

The form type, or document type, is identified by the DOCTYPE column or LEVELID column.  
All form types are defined in the LEVELTABLE table.  To determine which field to use in 
selection of the form type, use the following logic.  

If LEVELNUM column is zero (0), then the DOCTYPE column value is used to 
map into the LEVELTABLE table to find the LEVELNAME (form type name) of the 
scanned item.
Otherwise, the LEVELID column value is used to map to the LEVELNAME.

Usually a level is associated with some type of transactional sub-grouping.  Therefore, if levels, 
sometimes called transactions, are used, the transaction (logical unit) begins when a record, 
with the LEVELNUM column value greater than zero (0), is encountered.  As the unit of work’s 
DOCTABLE result set is traversed, each subsequent record that has a LEVELNUM field value 
of zero (0) is associated with the current transaction.  When another record, with a LEVELNUM 
column value greater than zero (0) is found, a new transaction is started and the process keeps 
repeating.

•
•

•

•

•
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Doctable
Column Name Type NULL Description
BatchID [int] Not Null ID number of batch the document 

was scanned
DocID [int] Not Null document number
LevelNum [smallint] Not Null References if this document was a 

level 1 or 0
PosInBatch [int] Not Null The original order that the 

document was scanned (use this 
field to ORDER BY)

Pkt [smallint] Not Null Pocket that document was sent
LevelID [int] Not Null If document was a level 1, list the 

LevelID or name of the level from 
the leveltable

DocStatus [int] Not Null For documents with UV detection, 
2 = UV Positive and 4 = UV 
Negative

DocType [int] Not Null If the document was a level 0, 
list the Level ID or name of the 
document from the leveltable
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Chapter 6: Other Associated Tables

Each item represented by a record in the DOCTABLE table has property values stored in other 
tables.  These tables are normalized to the DOCTABLE table by the columns:

BATCHID
DOCID

In the table definitions below there is an Order By clause designation.  Use it order to drill-down 
to specific values for a particular item’s data.

NOTE:  The particular property table will not contain a record if data is 
not captured for the particular property.

SELECT * FROM [properytable] WHERE batchid = [BATCHID to process] AND 
docid = [DOCID to process]

•
•
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Bar Code Offline Read Table

This table holds records containing the bar code information read from each item by the reader or 
decoder.  

BarcodeOfflineRead
Column Name Type Description
DocID [int] ID number of the document
BatchID [int] ID number of the batch the document was scanned
FieldNum [int] A sequential number assigned to each piece of paper
Type [int] Type of bar code or symbology such as 1D, Datamatrix or 

PDF417
BarData [varchar] (80) Bar code data as it was read from the bar code reader or 

decoder.  Data will be separated by a comma.
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Bar Code Table (BarcodeTable)

Order By:  None

This table holds records containing the bar code information read from each item.  The table lists 
one record for each item. The NUMLABELS column value indicates the number of barcodes 
labels detected and read by the scanner.  The BARDATA field contains the data as read by the 
scanner.  If the NUMLABELS column value is greater than one (1), the BARDATA column 
value will be a comma-delimited list of bar code values.

BarcodeTable
Column Name Type Description
DocID [int] ID number of the document
BatchID [int] ID number of the batch the document was scanned
NumLabels [smallint] As set in the parameter file, the number of bar code labels 

expected
BarData [varchar] (80) Bar code data as it was read from the bar code reader.  If 

the number of labels was set higher than 1, for example 2, 
and the document only had one bar code label, a NOREAD 
would show as data.  Data will be separated by a comma.
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Batch Input Table (BatchInputTable)

Some units of work have associated user defined input parameters.  The user input data is kept in 
the BATCHINPUTTABLE table.  The table consists of four (4) columns:

BATCHINPUTID
BATCHID
INPUTID
RETURNVALUE

The BATCHINPUTID is an internal identity field.  The BATCHID normalizes to the 
BATCHTABLE table for the unit of work.  The INPUTID normalizes to the input parameter 
defined in the JOBINPUTTABLE table.  In order to retrieve the input data, the JOBID value 
of the job used to capture the unit of work must be selected from the batch record in the 
BATCHTABLE table.  The JOBID value is used to retrieve all the defined parameters for the 
given job from the JOBINPUTTABLE table.  To get a particular user defined input value for a 
unit of work, select from the BATCHINPUTTABLE table using the unit of work’s BATCHID 
and the INPUTID value of the particular user defined input parameter.

BatchInputTable
Column Name Type Description
BatchInputID [int] 

IDENTITY (1, 
1)

Assigned number to each batch input parameter.

BatchID [int] ID number of the batch that batch input was set.
InputID [int] Input id that is set in the SoftTrac job file as 

listed in the JobInputTable
ReturnValue [varchar] (128) The value that was entered by the operator or 

other external source.

•
•
•
•
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Color Table (colortable)

This table holds records containing the color sense information read from each item.  The table 
lists one record for each item.  SoftTrac®, using an ImageTrac®, can capture up to 10 different 
color sense window locations per camera per item.  (Only with the proper hardware installed.)  
Normally, the CSPassed column value holds the pass or failed information as set in the parameter 
file.

Colortable
Column Name Type Description
DocID [int] ID number of the document
BatchID [int] ID number of the batch the document was scanned
Camera [int] Camera number that document’s  was set

0 = front
1 = rear

SCWnd [int] Color sense window number that was scanned, as set 
in the parameter file

CSCount [int] Number of pixels that was defined in the box that 
was set in the parameter file.

CSPercent [int] The percentage of pass or fail based on the setting in 
the parameter file.

CSPassed [int] Final analysis of the matching pixels; computed 
by comparing the match count or percentage to the 
“pass” threshold

CSAverage [int] The average number of pixels that was the set color, 
as set in the parameter file.
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IJP Table (ijptable)

Order By:  IJP

This table holds records that contain the ink jet print line defined for the item.  The ImageTrac® 
can create up to three (3) lines for each item.  The ink jet print line(s) are defined in the 
parameter file or the IJP Script file used with the specific SoftTrac® capture job.  The table 
contains a record per print line.  Each print line is identified by the IJP column value where:

0 is for line 1
1 is for line 2
2 is for line 3

Ijptable
Column Name Type Description
DocID [int] ID number of the document
BatchID [int] ID number of the batch the document was 

scanned
IJP [int] Indicates pre-image or post-image IJP

0=Pre Image IJP
1=Post Image IJP

PrintLine [varchar] (50) IJP data for document

•
•
•
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Image Table (imgtable)

Order By:  
CAMERA
IMGWND

This table holds records that contain path pointers to the scanned images for each item.  
SoftTrac®, using an ImageTrac®, can scan up to 10 different images per camera.  The front 
camera is defined as Camera 0 and the rear camera is Camera 1.  The differing images are further 
defined by the IMGWND column value.  The IMGWND field corresponds to the image window 
defined in the parameter file used with the specific SoftTrac® capture job.

The IMGPATH column value contains the filename given to the particular image.  In order to 
find the particular image, use the BATCHDIRECTORY column value of the BATCHTABLE 
with the IMGPATH field appended.  The only exception is, if the SAVEFULLIMGPATH field in 
the BATCHTABLE table is TRUE.  If the SAVEFULLIMGPATH column value is TRUE, then 
the IMGPATH field contains the full path and filename given to the image.  In the later case use 
only the IMGPATH column value as the pointer to the particular image.

Imgtable
Column Name Type Description
DocID [int] ID number of the document
BatchID [int] ID number of the batch the document was scanned
Camera [int] Camera number that document was scanned

0 = front
1 = rear

ImgWnd [int] Image window that the document was scanned, as set in the 
parameter file

ImgPath [varchar] 
(128)

The image path for this document.  The batchtable must be 
used to obtain the full UNC path, unless “Save Full Image 
Path in Image Table” was checked for this job under the 
“Batch Name/Directory tab.

ImgType [int] List the image type for this document.
1 = currently not used
2 = TIFF
3 = JPEG 24 bit
4 = JPEG 8 bit

ImgWidth [int] List this document’s width in pixels
ImgHeight [int] List this document’s height in pixels
ImgSize [int] List this document’s size in bytes
ImgDPI [smallint] List this document’s resolution in dots per inch (DPI).
Status [int] Indicates status data required by the Export suite applications

•
•
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Job Input Table (JobInputTable)

This table holds records enabling variable parameter input or selection.  Instead of a static 
parameter file association with the job, the parameter association becomes a variable selection. 

JobInputTable
Column Name Type Description
InputID [int] A sequential number assigned to each new batch 

input parameter that is
created within SoftTrac

JobID [int] Number assigned to a job when it is first created in 
SoftTrac

ParameterName [varchar] The name used as batch input or used by other 
applications to query

ParameterLabel [varchar] Label text displayed in the Batch Input dialog box
ParameterType [int] Number assigned to each type of parameter used in 

batch input
ParameterFormat [varchar] Mask used for MaskEditbox
RequestWhen [int] N/A- Not in use
UseAs [int] Defines input parameters for batch.

0= User Field
1= Batch Name
2= Process Date
3=Batch Priority
4=Level Count
5=User Counter
6=ProcessDate Year
7=ProcessDate Julian
8=Document Count –Level 1
9=Nth Level 1 Count
10=Parmfile

DateValidationMode [int] Defined as no validation (NONE) or a date that is 
less than or equal to
current date

ValidationErrormsg [varchar] Error message displayed to operator if validation 
fails

EditBoxValues [varchar] Defines valid values entered for Editbox and 
MaskEditBox

LookupTableName [varchar] Name of a specific lookup table
LookupFields [varchar] Name of field or fields within lookup table
LookupFieldDataItem [varchar] Field within lookup table used to contain 

information gathered from client lookup databases
DlgInputOrder [int] Number of input parameters created
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PopulateWithLastValue [bit] Defines if the last known value for the input 
parameter can be populated in the input box
0=Disabled
1=Enabled

AllowBlankEntry [bit] Defines if blank entry is allowed
0=Disabled
1=Enabled

InputFlags [int] Defines input options for administrators
1= Read Only
2=No Display
4=No Save
8=DB Save All Fields
16=MaskEdit –Exact Length
32=Lookup Only

LookupWhere [varchar] A query to validate certain information within the 
“lookup function”

IncFieldForAutoBatch [int] Defines how many number(s) to increment for the 
autobatch function

DateDaysForward [int] Used for date validation, defines how many days 
forward from the input date is valid

DateDaysBack [int] Used for date validation, defines how many days 
back from the input date is valid

OPTION_GROUP1 [int] Used for batch input/database lookup option
VerifyTableName [varchar] Used for batch input/database lookup option
VerifyField [varchar] Used for batch input/database lookup option
VerifyFieldDataItem [varchar] Used for batch input/database lookup option
VerifyLookupWhere [varchar] Used for batch input/database lookup option
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Job Table (JobTable)

This table contains application parameters for each job used in SoftTrac.   Among the parameters 
residing in the Job Table are display, operator processes, and status.
 
JobTable
Column Name Type Description
JobID [int] Number assigned to a job when it is first 

created in SoftTrac
JobName [varchar] Name assigned to a job
JobParmFile [varchar] Parameter file associated with each job file
NumLevels [smallint] Number of levels in a batch
BatchNameFormat [varchar] Keywords from parameter file used to form a 

unique batch name
SaveImgFullPath [int] Records the full image patch for all images

0=Disabled
1=Enabled

DisplayRunning [smallint] Specifies whether images should be displayed 
while running scanner
0=Disabled
1=Enabled

DisplayCamera [smallint] Specifies front or camera with a number .
0=Front
1=Rear
2=Cycle

DisplayWindow [smallint] Specifies which window should be displayed 
with a number 1-10 and Cycle

BatchDir [varchar] Directory path of the batch
RequiresInput [int] Specifies if user input is required

0=Disabled
1=Enabled

TreeDisplayOptions [int] Specifies what additional information can be 
seen in the SoftTrac tree
1= Show BarData in Tree
2=Show IJP data in Tree
3=Show IJP data in Tree (IJP#2)
4=Show OCRData in Tree
5=Show MICRData in Tree

JobType [int] Specifies type of job
Description [varchar] Description of job
BeginCounter [int] Specifies the beginning number of batches
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BatchDirStructure [varchar] Keywords from parameter file used to form 
unique batch directory
structure

AskIfBatchComplete [bit] Specifies if notice is given to user asking if 
the batch is complete
0=Disabled
1=Enabled

JobCategory [varchar] Specifies the category of the job; Normal or 
QA Batch

JamRecoveryMethod [int] Specifies the type of jam recovery method to 
use in job
0=Normal
100=Select to End-Ask for Delete Confirm
200=Select to End-No Ask for Delete 
Confirm

IJPRecoveryMethod [int] Specifies the type of IJP jam recovery method 
to use in job
0=Normal with messages and turns IJP off /on
1=None-IJP on all time; must tape docs

RestrictScanners [bit] Restricts a job to particular scanners
0=Disabled
1=Enabled

RestrictOperators [bit] Restricts operators to particular jobs
0=Disabled
1=Enabled

MaxInBatch [int] Maximum number of documents in a batch 
allowed

RequestStatusOnHold [bit] For batches on hold, software will request 
status
0=Disabled
1=Enabled

BatchPriority [int] Priority of batch ; default=50
EnableLogging [bit] Enables SoftTrac logging

0=Disabled
1=Enabled

LogLevel [int] Number which corresponds with what 
information should be logged

LogDir [varchar] Path to the defined log files
DisplayAppExe [varchar] N/A- Not in use
PktAppExe [varchar] N/A- Not in use
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NewBatchStatus [int] Determines the status of a new batch
1=Scan New Batch
2=Scan Complete
3=Scan Open
4=Scan Hold
5=Batch Exported
6=Batch Error
7=In Progress
50=QA Required
51=Decode Ready
52=Decode Reading
53=Decode Complete
54=Decode Error

OpenBatchStatus [int] Determines the status of an open batch
1=Scan New Batch
2=Scan Complete
3=Scan Open
4=Scan Hold
5=Batch Exported
6=Batch Error
7=In Progress
50=QA Required
51=Decode Ready
52=Decode Reading
53=Decode Complete
54=Decode Error

HoldBatchStatus [int] Determines the status of a hold batch
1=Scan New Batch
2=Scan Complete
3=Scan Open
4=Scan Hold
5=Batch Exported
6=Batch Error
7=In Progress
50=QA Required
51=Decode Ready
52=Decode Reading
53=Decode Complete
54=Decode Error
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CloseBatchStatus [int] Determines the status of a closed batch
1=Scan New Batch
2=Scan Complete
3=Scan Open
4=Scan Hold
5=Batch Exported
6=Batch Error
7=In Progress
50=QA Required
51=Decode Ready
52=Decode Reading
53=Decode Complete
54=Decode Error

IgnoreDoubleSeponFeed [bit] Determines if scanner ignores a double 
separator upon feeding
0=Disabled
1=Enabled

Options_Group1 [int] Combination of job options that are set in job
Airline_Group1 [int] Combination of job options that are set in job
Airline_Group2 [int] N/A- Not in use
OCR_Combine_Options [varchar] N/A- Not in use
Airline_Job_Type [int] Type of airline job being processed

Sales
Lifts
Payables
AmTrak
Datamatch

Airline_Home_AC [varchar] Three digit code of airline processing the 
indicated job

Job_Permissions [int] N/A- Not in use
Front_Img_Format [varchar] Used for renaming front images – keywords 

are the options
Rear_Img_Format [varchar] Used for renaming rear images –keywords are 

the options
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ErrorBatchStatus [int] Determines the status of a batch that has an 
error
1=Scan New Batch
2=Scan Complete
3=Scan Open
4=Scan Hold
5=Batch Exported
6=Batch Error
7=In Progress
50=QA Required
51=Decode Ready
52=Decode Reading
53=Decode Complete
54=Decode Error

ExpectedLevel1Cnt [int] Number of expected Level 1’s in a batch
AcceptBatchStatus [int] Determines the status for an accepted batch

1=Scan New Batch
2=Scan Complete
3=Scan Open
4=Scan Hold
5=Batch Exported
6=Batch Error
7=In Progress
50=QA Required
51=Decode Ready
52=Decode Reading
53=Decode Complete
54=Decode Error

RejectBatchStatus [int] Determines the status for a rejected batch
1=Scan New Batch
2=Scan Complete
3=Scan Open
4=Scan Hold
5=Batch Exported
6=Batch Error
7=In Progress
50=QA Required
51=Decode Ready
52=Decode Reading
53=Decode Complete
54=Decode Error
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AcceptRejectBeginStatusID [int] Determines the offline begin status
1=Scan New Batch
2=Scan Complete
3=Scan Open
4=Scan Hold
5=Batch Exported
6=Batch Error
7=In Progress
50=QA Required
51=Decode Ready
52=Decode Reading
53=Decode Complete
54=Decode Error

UseMaxPending [int] Checks maximum number of documents 
pending
0=Disabled
1=Enabled

IconID [int] Number corresponding to the icon picture
XMLParmfile [varchar] Location of the XML parameter file
SetAsDefault [bit] Set job as default

0=Disabled
1=Enabled

MicrWorks_Enable [bit] Turns MicroWorks on
0=Disabled (off)
1=Enabled (on)

MICRWorks_LoadOption [int] Determines which file MicrWorks will load
3=None
2=Load RT file
1=Load Account file

BatchTempDir [varchar] Directory location for the transfer application
TransferCompleteStat [int] Status of the batch processed using the 

transfer application
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MICR Data (MICR_DATA)

Order By:  None

This table holds records that contain the magnetic intelligent character recognition (MICR) data 
captured for the item.  SoftTrac®, using an ImageTrac®, can capture the MICR data from an 
item during scanning.  The read settings are defined in the parameter file used with the specific 
SoftTrac® capture job.  There is only one record for every item.  The special MICR characters 
will be converted to ASCII characters:

Routing and Transit Number @
Aux On-Us $
On-Us (Account Number) +
Dash -
Reject *

MICR_DATA
Column Name Type Description
DocID [int] ID number of the document
BatchID [int] ID number of the batch the document was scanned
MICR_DATA [varchar] (80) MICR data for document
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OCR Table (ocrtable)

Order By:  
CAMERA
WINDOW
READNUM

This table holds records that contain the optical character recognition (OCR) data captured for 
the item.  SoftTrac®, using an ImageTrac®, can capture up to 10 different window locations 
per camera per item.  In addition each window location can read up to 10 different times.  The 
camera, window and read settings are defined in the parameter file used with the specific 
SoftTrac® capture job.  An OCR read can be used to read check data (MICR).  The special 
MICR characters will be converted to ASCII characters:

Routing and Transit Number +
Aux On-Us ,
On-Us (Account Number) -
Dash .
Reject @

Ocrtable
Column Name Type Description
DocID [int] ID number of the document
BatchID [int] ID number of the batch the document was scanned
Camera [int] Camera number that document’s OCR number was 

scanned
0 = front
1 = rear

Window [int] OCR window that the OCR number was scanned, as set in 
the parameter file

ReadNum [int] OCR read window that the OCR number was scanned, as 
set in the parameter file

Matched [smallint] Determines if the OCR data met all criteria for a good read

•
•
•
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Reco Svr Data Table (RecoSvr_Data)

This table holds records of ICR read areas, lines and data.

RecoSvr_Data
Column Name Type Description
BatchID [int] A sequential number assigned to each new batch. 

This is used to track
information within a batch.

DocID [int] A sequential number assigned to each piece of paper 
that is fed down the
scanner

Camera [smallint] Determines which camera to get event from
1=Front
2=Rear

Read Area [int] A number indicating what read zone the data is from
Read Line [int] A number indicating what number the data is from 

if it determined that there was more than one line of 
data

ICR_Data [varchar] Returned data from the ICR read line / area
FieldName [varchar] Field name for the ICR config file
Matched [smallint] Indicates if the Event Info, as defined in the ICR & 

DocInfo W&H scan event matched the data returned 
from RecoSvr
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Session Table (sessiontable)

This table contains data for statistical calculations per SoftTrac session.  Actions, times and 
occurrences provide data for report calculations.

Sessiontable
Column Name Type Description
SessionID [int] A number assigned to each time a person reopens a 

batch
BatchID [int] A sequential number assigned to each new batch. 

This is used to track information within a batch.
BeginTime [datetime] Time at the beginning of the session
EndTime [datetime] Time at the end of the session
AutoFeedTime [varchar] Amount of time the operator ran the scanner in auto 

feed mode per session
HandFeedTime [varchar] Amount of time the operator ran the scanner in hand 

feed mode per session
DownTime [varchar] Amount of “idle” time during the session
NumAppended [int] Number of documents appended during the session
NumInserted [int] Number of document inserted during the session
NumReplaced [int] Number of documents replaced during the session
NumDeleted [int] Number of documents deleted during the session
Jams [int] Number of jams during the session
OperatorID [int] The identification number of the operator who ran 

the scanner during a particular session
NumDiscarded [int] Number of document discarded during the session
NumAutoFed [int] Number of documents scanned during auto feed 

mode
NumHandFed [int] Number of documents scanned during hand feed 

mode
MultiOpID [int] The operator number assigned when multiple 

operators are logged into SoftTrac
OpGrpID [int] Group identification of operators if running scanners 

as a group rather than an individual
SessionType [int] Indicates type of scanner session was created on

0=ImageTrac
1=TWAIN scanner

DemandFeedTime [varchar] Amount of time the scanner went into demand feed 
mode

DemandModeCnt [int] Number of documents scanned during demand feed 
mode
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NumDemandFed [int] Number of times the scanner went into demand feed 
mode

AvgDocImgCopyTime [int] The average amount of time an image takes to copy 
to correct file

PeakDocImgCopyTime [int] The highest amount of time an image takes to copy 
to correct file

AvgDocDBWriteTime [int] The average amount of time it takes document 
information to be written to database

PeakDocDBWriteTime [int] The highest amount of time it takes document 
information to be written to database

TotalImgDataKB [int] Total amount of memory space the image data took 
during a session
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Chapter 7: Appendix A - Exporter Tables

Keyword Table

Keyword Tab/Textbox Definition
DATE
(user-defined date 
format)

All/All The current date of the workstation where 
ExportTrac is executing in the format 
defined by an optional parameter string.  
The parameter string is any valid user-
defined format for Microsoft’s Visual Basic 
Format function.  If no parameter string is 
given the format defaults to MMDDYYYY.

JOBNAME
(start, length)

All/All The job name of the SoftTrac® job under 
which the unit of work being processed 
was scanned.

JOBDESC
(start, length)

All/All The job description of the SoftTrac® 
job under which the unit of work being 
processed was scanned.

BASEDIR
(start, length)

All/All The batch base directory of the SoftTrac® 
job under which the unit of work being 
processed was scanned.

SCANNER
(start, length)

All/All The scanner id on which the unit of work 
being processed was scanned.

BATCHNAME
(start, length)

All/All The batch name of the unit of work being 
processed.

BATCHDIR
(start, length)

All/All The fully qualified path, including the 
BASEDIR value as a prefix, to the where 
SoftTrac® placed the image files for the 
unit of work being processed.

PROCESSDATE
(start, length)

All/All The processing date of the unit of work 
being processed when it was scanned.

DATECREATED
(start, length)

All/All The date of the controller workstation of 
the ImageTrac® where the unit of work 
being processed was scanned.

OPERATORID
(start, length)

All/All The operator id of the operator who 
scanned the unit of work being processed.

OPERATORNAME
(start, length)

All/All The operator name of the operator who 
scanned the unit of work being processed.

BARCODE
(start, length)

All/All A complete, comma delimited listing of all 
barcode labels as scanned for a particular 
item of the unit of work being processed.
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Keyword Tab/Textbox Definition
Batch Input 
Parameters
(start, length)

All/All Represents the value entered for the 
particular batch input parameter for the 
SoftTrac® job under which the unit of 
work being processed was scanned.

PROGDEF Target Tab/
File Name

The data transformation module is 
responsible for creating and performing the 
housekeeping for the file.  This keyword 
shall only be used by itself.

EXT Image 1/
Front Image
Rear Image

The SoftTrac® image file extension.  
.TIF for TIFF CCITT Group 4 images
.JPG for JPEG and Grey Scale images

DOCID Image 1/
Front Image
Rear Image
Batch Path
Batch Sub Path

The DocID index value assigned by 
SoftTrac® during scanning.

LVL_1_SEQ_0 Image 1/
Front Image
Rear Image
Batch Path
Batch Sub Path

A calculated counter beginning at zero (0) 
and incrementing by one (1) for every level 
1 (grouping separator) encountered in the 
unit of work.

LVL_1_SEQ_1 Image 1/
Front Image
Rear Image
Batch Path
Batch Sub Path

A calculated counter beginning at one (1) 
and incrementing by one (1) for every level 
1 (grouping separator) encountered in the 
unit of work.

LVL_0_SEQ_0 Image 1/
Front Image
Rear Image
Batch Path
Batch Sub Path

A calculated counter beginning at zero (0) 
and incrementing by one (1) for every level 
0 (scanned item) encountered in current 
level 1 (grouping separator).

LVL_0_SEQ_1 Image 1/
Front Image
Rear Image
Batch Path
Batch Sub Path

A calculated counter beginning at one (1) 
and incrementing by one (1) for every level 
0 (scanned item) encountered in current 
level 1 (grouping separator).
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Keyword Tab/Textbox Definition
ITEM_SEQ_0 Image 1/

Front Image
Rear Image
Batch Path
Batch Sub Path

A calculated counter beginning at zero (0) 
and incrementing by one (1) for every level 
0 (scanned item) encountered in the unit of 
work.

ITEM_SEQ_1 Image 1/
Front Image
Rear Image
Batch Path
Batch Sub Path

A calculated counter beginning at one (1) 
and incrementing by one (1) for every level 
0 (scanned item) encountered in the unit of 
work.

CAMERA Image 1/
Front Image
Rear Image
Batch Path
Batch Sub Path

The camera indicator.
0 is the front camera
1 is the rear camera

IMGWND Image 1/
Front Image
Rear Image
Batch Path
Batch Sub Path

The image window number from 1 to 
10 indicating the particular ImageTrac® 
camera window which defines how an 
image is captured during scanning.

PRINTLINE Image 1/
Front Image
Rear Image
Batch Path
Batch Sub Path

The ink jet printline as created for the 
particular item during scanning.

All but the [DATE] and [PROGDEF] keywords support parameters that allow the user to select 
only a portion of the returned value.  The format for keywords with parameters is

[keyword (start, length)]

where START is the position of the first desired character and LENGTH is the 
total number of characters returned including the start character.  The keyword 
string is 1 relative; meaning the first position in the string is 1 (not 0).

 
The [DATE] keyword supports a parameter defining the format of the date string.

[DATE (format string)]

The [DATE] keyword has as its lone parameter a user-defined date format.  This format is a 
string value that is identical to the Microsoft’s Visual Basic Format function’s format parameter.  
The table below defines the string character values.
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Microsoft’s User-Defined Data Format Table

Character Description
(:) Time separator. In some locales, other characters may be used to represent 

the time separator. The time separator separates hours, minutes, and 
seconds when time values are formatted. The actual character used as the 
time separator in formatted output is determined by your system settings.

(/) Date separator. In some locales, other characters may be used to represent 
the date separator. The date separator separates the day, month, and year 
when date values are formatted. The actual character used as the date 
separator in formatted output is determined by your system settings.

C Display the date as ddddd and display the time as  
ttttt, in that order. Display only date information if there is no fractional 
part to the date serial number; display only time information if there is no 
integer portion.

d Display the day as a number without a leading zero (1 – 31).
dd Display the day as a number with a leading zero (01 – 31).
ddd Display the day as an abbreviation (Sun – Sat).
dddd Display the day as a full name (Sunday – Saturday).
ddddd Display the date as a complete date (including day, month, and year), 

formatted according to your system’s short date format setting. The default 
short date format is m/d/yy.

dddddd Display a date serial number as a complete date (including day, month, 
and year) formatted according to the long date setting recognized by your 
system. The default long date format is mmmm dd, yyyy.

aaaa The same as dddd, only it’s the localized version of the string.
w Display the day of the week as a number (1 for Sunday through 7 for 

Saturday).
ww Display the week of the year as a number (1 – 54).

m Display the month as a number without a leading zero (1 – 12). If 
m immediately follows h or hh, the minute rather than the month is 
displayed.

mm Display the month as a number with a leading zero (01 – 12). If m 
immediately follows h or hh, the minute rather than the month is 
displayed.

mmm Display the month as an abbreviation (Jan – Dec).
mmmm Display the month as a full month name (January – December).
oooo The same as mmmm, only it’s the localized version of the string.
q Display the quarter of the year as a number (1 – 4).
y Display the day of the year as a number (1 – 366).
Yy Display the year as a 2-digit number (00 – 99).
yyyy Display the year as a 4-digit number (100 – 9999).

file://Documentation/training/Documents_Projects/CompletedProjects/Other/Terry%27s%20SQL%20Project/JavaScript:hhobj_4.Click()
file://Documentation/training/Documents_Projects/CompletedProjects/Other/Terry%27s%20SQL%20Project/JavaScript:hhobj_5.Click()
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